Feedback problems consist of removing a minimal number ofvertices of a directed or undirected graph in order to make it acyclic. The problem is known to be NPcomplete. In this paper we consider the variant on undirected graphs.
Introduction
We consider undirected graphs G = V;E, where E is the edge set and V is the vertex set, with vertex weights c v 2 IR, v 2 V . W e denote by uv the edge of E having u and v as end points. Two v ertices u and v are adjacent if there exists an edge uv 2 E connecting them. A sequence of vertices v 1 ; v 2 ; :::; v k of G is called a path if v i,1 v i 2 E, for i = 2 ; :::; k.
Vertex v 1 is the origin and vertex v k is the end of the path. If v 1 = v k a path is said to be a cycle. A graph G is acyclic if it does not contain cycles. A chord is an edge v i v j 2 E connecting two non consecutive v ertices in a cycle. The vertex degree of vertex v in G is the number of the edges uv 2 E having v as end point, and it is denoted by dv.
For y 2 IR V and S V , w e indicate with yS the sum P v2S y v . The undirected feedback vertex set UFVS problem consists of removing a vertex subset F of minimum weight cF = P v 2 F c v F V in an undirected graph in order to make it acyclic. We assume that a graph made of a single vertex v does not contain cycles, and its feedback v ertex set is the empty set.
The problem is known to be NP-complete see 13 , since the vertex cover problem can be reduced to it; there exist polynomial time algorithms for particular topologies 6, 15 and 17 .
The relevance of this problem arises in several areas. For example, it models the problem of removing deadlocks in a system of processors, see 20 . Applications of the Feedback V ertex Set Problem to constraint satisfaction and Bayesian inference are reported in 2 and 7 . In telecommunications it is helpful in nding the minimum number of vertices of control for monitoring a network. Another application of the problem with vertex weights equal to 1 cardinality case is in the context of operating systems for the removal of deadlocks created by cyclical processes' requests of already allocated resources. Finally it is relevant in the study of monopolies" in synchronous distributed systems, as introduced in 18, 19 , where connection networks are undirected graphs of bounded degree, namely, grids and toroidal grids.
Several approximate and heuristic approaches have appeared in the literature on the problem on directed and undirected graphs, see for example 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 12 , 16 and 20 . A polyhedral approach to the FVS problem on directed graphs is presented in 10 .
In this paper we describe a system based on a branch-and-cut algorithm for nding a UFVS of minimum weight in an undirected graph and a local search heuristic.
The components of our system are: a set of exact and heuristic procedures for the separation of violated inequalities belonging to a partial description of the UFVS polytope, an enumeration procedure that combines branching with cutting-planes techniques, and an eXploring Tabu Search X , T S procedure see 8 to nd a good upper bound on the objective function. We describe these components in the following sections. We create a library of 1400 random generated instances with the geometric structure suggested by the applications. Finally, w e report on our computational experience in Section 5.
Polyhedral results
A subgraph of G is the graph G 0 = S; F, where S V and F E. The subgraph G 0 = S; ES is said to be induced by the vertex set S V if ES is the set of edges having both end vertices in S.
We Proof.
If there exists a subset of the vertex set U 2 = fv 2 V : j vj 2g, b y de nition of feedback v ertex set we can reduce the size of the vertex set V by removing the set U 2 : let V be the resulting graph. We can repeat this reduction, since the vertices of degree lower than 2, and the edges having at least one end vertex in U 2 do not belong to any cycle of V . This fact reduces the dimension of QG b y j U 2 j . If G is 2-connected, we can construct a feasible solution for all v 2 V , since V nfvg is a UFVS, thus obtaining jV j solutions. The other point is given by V that is, obviously, a UFVS.
Suppose that G is not 2-connected, then G can be decomposed in 2-connected components linked by bridges. Assume, w.l.o.g., that there exists only one bridge and two shores. The shores of the bridge are the 2-connected graphs G 1 = V 1 ; E V 1 and G 2 = V 2 ; E V 2 , with V = V 1 V 2 and V 1 V 2 = ;, then QG 1 and QG 2 are full dimensional, and dimQG = dimQG 1 + dimQG 2 is full dimensional.
The hypothesis of dv 2 for all v 2 V seems not to be restrictive considering that the applications described in the literature are usually on 2-connected graphs.
The optimal solution to 1 is the incidence vector of an optimal UFVS. Let C be the set of all cycles C in G. An For all the other w 2 V n C for which there are no two v ertices v 1 ; v 2 2Csuch that wv 1 and wv 2 are in E, and for any v 2 C, V nC fw;vg satis es xC = 1 and it is a UFVS.
To produce an LP relaxation that is tighter thanQG w e add a large class of Proof. LetF be a feasible UFVS for G = V;E. RemovingF from G leaves a forest, then the induced subgraph G 0 = V ñ F;E 0 m a y h a v e at most jV j , j F j , 1 edges, i.e., jE 0 j j V j , j F j , 1. Then
6 Corollary 2.6 If S V is a cycle that has no chords, then 4 is facet de ning.
Proof. T rivially, inequality 4 reduces to the cycle inequality and the proof is that of theorem 2.4.
Remark 1. If G = S; ES is a complete graph a clique, the subset inequalities 4 are not facet de ning. In fact, let G = S; ES be a complete graph of 4 vertices, S = fa; b; c; dg, jSj = 4 and jESj = 6, the corresponding subset inequality reads 2x a + 2 x b + 2 x c + 2 x d 3 that is satis ed at equality only by fractional points.
However, if S = K n is the vertex set of a clique of n vertices then any feasible UFVS F has cardinality jFj n , 2; in fact, if jFj n , 3 i t i s a l w a ys possible to nd at least a cycle of 3 vertices not covered by a n y v ertex. Therefore the following inequalities X v2Kn x v n , 2:
7 are trivially valid. Inequalities 7 are the clique inequalities. In the following proposition we do not only show that it is possible to derive this family of inequalities from the subset inequalities, but that they represent a strengthening of them, since we are able to determine the exact value of jEFj. Proposition 2.7 Inequality 7 is a strengthen subset inequality.
Proof. By 6 we know that P v2F d S v , 1x v j E j , j S j + 1 + j E F j holds. Since S = K n and jK n j = n, then d Kn v = n , 1. We observe that ifF is a minimal UFVS in K n , it is a complete graph of n,2 v ertices, i.e., jFj = n,2, and jEFj = n , 3n,2=2.
Substituting in 6 we obtain P v2F n , 2x v 2n , 2n , 2=2 and the result follows. Theorem 2.8 If K n V n 3, then inequality 7 is facet de ning.
Proof. By induction. Trivial for n=3, since it reduces to a cycle. Suppose it holds when K n,1 . Let v be the vertex of V n K n,1 and FK n,1 a set of n , 1 independent UFVSs of K n,1 , w e can construct n , 1 points considering 8F 2 F K n , 1 , F v . The other point can be obtained by considering K n,1 nfug , where u is any v ertex of K n,1 Remark 2. We m a y observe that if G is a complete graph nding the minimal undirected feedback v ertex set becomes an easy problem. UFVScan be obtained from V by sorting its vertices in non-decreasing order and considering the rst n , 2 v ertices.
We prove with Theorems 2.6 and 2.8 that the subset inequalities 4 are a large class of inequalities that comprise the cycle inequalities 2 and the clique inequalities 7.
However, we consider the cycle and the clique inequalities as di erent classes from the subset since the subset inequalities are separated using a heuristic procedure and the cycle and clique inequalities can be separated using an exact procedure see Section 3.
The following result, that will not be used for producing the LP relaxation of the problem, is reported to provide an example in which inequality 4 is facet de ning, even if S is not a cycle or a clique. Proposition 2.9 If S V is a 3 3 rectangular planar grid, inequality 4 is facet de ning.
Proof. Suppose that the vertex set is S = fa; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; ig as in gure 1, where jSj = 9 and jESj = 12. The corresponding subset inequality reads x a + 2 x b + x c + 2 x d + 3 x e + 2 x f + x g + 2 x h + x i 4. We can construct 9 a nely independent points that are UFVS as follows. The rst four points contain the only vertex of degree 4: fa;eg , fc;eg , fg;eg , fi;eg . T w o points contain only vertices of degree 3, i.e., fb;hg and fd;fg . The last three points contains also vertices of degree 2: fb;g;ig , fa;c;hg and fa;c;g;ig . We decided not to include in the description of our polytope the many inequalities that have been proposed for the set covering polytope in the previous literature. In fact, on one hand, the majority o f v alid inequalities need to be lifted using exact procedures to be computationally e ective: these lifting procedures are very expensive in terms of CPU time. On the other hand, approximate lifting procedures often lead to inequalities that are not e ective, thus increasing the density of the constraint matrix and negatively a ecting the LP computation time.
3 The branch-and-cut algorithm An inequality x 0 is violated by the current LP solution, saỹ x , i f w e h a v e x 0 .
The addition of violated inequalities belonging to a speci c class is obtained by solving the separation problem discussed in this section.
The constraint generator is the most important part of our branch-and-cut algorithm. The inequalities produced by the generator fall into one of the following three categories: a clique inequalities, b cycle inequalities and c subset inequalities.
As a heuristic rule, we skip the violated cuts with degree of violation less than 0.01 for the clique inequalities and cycle inequalities or 0.1 for the subset inequalities.
The input to the cut generator is the optimal solutionx of the current LP relaxation.
Separation of Clique Inequalities
The separation of clique inequalities is exact and it is performed at the beginning of the optimization process. All the maximal cliques are identi ed using the algorithm described in 14 . Being the number of clique inequalities reasonably small we usually add them all to the rst LP.
Separation of Cycle Inequalities
The separation of cycle inequalities is exact and it is reduced to the shortest path problem.
To reduce the shortest path problem with cost on vertices to the usual one with costs on edges, we use the transformation w uv = x u + x v = 2. The cost of a cycle C on edges is then wEC which is equal to xC. Since we are looking for violated inequalities, we restrict our attention to nding shortest paths among pairs of vertices u and v with x u + x v 1. If a violated inequality is detected, we rst check in the pool if it has been already separated before saving it.
Cycle Separation Algorithm Initialize: For all uv 2 E, set w uv = x u + x v = 2.
For all pairs of vertices u and v withx u + x v 1: Enumerate all the possible paths P uv in G that have u and v as origin and end; For each path P uv in G, set wEC = wP uv + w uv : i f w E C 1 and constraint xC 1 has not been already separated, then save corresponding constraint;
In our implementation we used the Ye shortest path algorithm to enumerate all the possible paths. We generate at most 100 violated cycle inequalities.
Separation of Subset Inequalities
When the constraint generator is no longer able to identify violated cycle inequalities, it searches for subset inequalities 4 of any size. As far as we know, the complexity of the separation of subset inequalities is not known. Being computationally too heavy to check all the inequalities 4, since there is an exponential number of subsets S of V , w e h a v e to adopt an heuristic procedure: we rst check all the vertex sets obtained from V by deleting one vertex, than those obtained deleting two v ertices, then three vertices, and so forth until we generate at most 100 violated subset inequalities.
Subset Separation Algorithm For all subsets S V :
If P v2S d S v , 1x v jESj , j S j + 1, then save the corresponding constraint;
From our computational experiences the subset inequalities are less e ective than the cycle inequalities, they increase the density of the constraint matrix and decrease the e ciency of the LP solver, but they often lead to an LP relaxation that is tighter than that provided using only 2 3. This can be seen by looking at the third and fourth columns of tables 1 and 2 in Section 5.
Variable xing and setting
Fixing variables reduces the number of variables to be handled and tightens the LP formulation of all the subproblems of the branch-and-cut algorithm. It is well known that a variable xing criterion can be obtained by considering the value of the reduced costs associated with an optimal basic solution of an LP relaxation. These xed variables are constrained to be equal to 0 and 1, respectively. Since these constraints are only locally" valid, i.e., are valid only for the current subproblem and its descendants" in the branch-and-cut tree, we s a y that these variables are set to their corresponding values. These settings are valid, of course, only for the subproblem and for its descendants.
Once some variables have been set, either when a subproblem is solved for the rst time or when the reduced cost criterion has been applied, the following observations are used to construct a simple algorithm to possibly set more variables: if a vertex v 2 V has degree lower than 2 it does not belong to any cycle; if two v ertices are adjacent i n a 2 connected graph, they belong to, at least, a common cycle.
We consider the original graph G = V;E and the variable v equal to the vertex degree, i.e., v = d v , for all v 2 V . Then this step can be applied to each v ertex v 2 V : i f v is adjacent t o a v ertex u corresponding to a variables set to 1, the cycle common to the two v ertices is already covered by v ertex u, and v can be reduced by 1. At the end of the process, any v ariable corresponding to a vertex w 2 V having w lower than 2 can be set to 0. In fact, w 2 means that w belongs to cycles already covered by v ertices corresponding to variables set to 1, and w will certainly not be in the optimal solution.
Node and variable selection strategies
Two elements that are critical for the e ciency of a branch-and-cut algorithm are the criterion used to select the next unsolved subproblem and the criterion used to select the branching variable. Due to the good quality of the solutions produced by the heuristic algorithm, we decided to select the simplest among the possible known criteria. Therefore, we visit the branch-and-cut tree in a depth rst" manner and we pick the variable with highest vertex degree, among those of value closest to 0:5, as the branching variable. It may b e w orth reporting that, from our computational experience, we reduced by a half the number of vertices in the branch-and-cut tree by picking the variable with highest vertex degree together with variable xing and setting. Furthermore, a heuristic algorithm is applied at the beginning of the root vertex of the enumeration tree to nd an initial good" feasible solution to Problem 2 4. This algorithm is based on the local search approach described in the next section.
The Local Search Algorithm
The local search algorithm described in this Section is a simpli ed version of the eXploring Tabu Search X , T S presented in 8 which has been already applied with success to other combinatorial problems such as the equicut see 9 . In this section we describe the procedure adopted to build feasible solutions, the neighborhood function and the basic elements of the tabu search algorithm.
Generating feasible solutions
We generate feasible solutions using the 2-approximated modi ed greedy MGA algorithm due to Becker and Geiger 3 . Given a subgraph G 0 = S; F of a graph G, w e de ne two operations on the vertices of G 0 : v ertex removal and vertex insertion. W e s a y that we remove a v ertex v from G 0 when we eliminate v from S and all the edges of the star v from F. On the contrary, w e insert a v ertex v into a subgraph of G 0 when we a d d a v ertex v 2 V n S to S and all the edges vu2E having as end points v a n d a v ertex u already in S.
Procedure MGAinput G, output F Step 1. G c = G; F = ;.
Step 2. Remove from G c all the vertices u with degree lower than two since they cannot cover any cycle; if G c = ;, goto 4.
Step 3. Choose in G c the vertex v of minimum ratio value r r = c v =dv: remove v from G c and put v in F; goto 2.
Step 4. Re insert in G c all the vertices removed in step 2.
Step 5. Repeat for all vertices v of F, selected in order reverse of that of their inclusion in F: i f f v g G c does not contain any cycle then remove v from F and insert v in G c . Let us observe that steps 4 and 5 are required since F could be non-minimal at the iteration in which G c becomes empty.
In step 3, for any v ertex v, dv is used as an estimate of the number of cycles which traverse v. Since dv can both overestimate or underestimate that value, we h a v e compared the performances of the algorithm MGA with a modi ed version of it, which w e call algorithm G1. In algorithm G1 we substitute in step 1 the value dv with a lower bound lv on the number of cycles traversing v. The value lv is computed by adding a 1 for any pair of vertices u and w of v connected by a path in G c not traversing v, i.e., if there exists a cycle through u; v; w. On a set of 1200 randomly generated instances MGA dominated G1 in the 75 of the cases. As a consequence, since the former algorithm is even faster than G1 we adopted MGA in our code.
The Neighborhood
Let F be a UFVS F V in a graph G = V;E and let F be its complement i n G a forest resulting from the removal of the vertices in F.
De nition 4.1 Let v i be a generic vertex in F: a subset A i F is an exchange set of v i if the subgraph F f v i g n A i is a forest. Hence, F n f v i g A i is a UFVS for graph G. Given a UFVS F let us denote with Av i , for any v i 2 F, the set of all exchange sets:
F f v i g n A i is a forest g. Given a feasible solution S, represented by a UFVS F, the solutions in NS are generated moving from F to F n f v i g A i in all the possible ways. Formally, our neighborhood is de ned as follows: NS = f F n f v i g A : v i 2 F;A 2 Av i g:
Let us observe that the size of NS is exponential in the size of F and that looking for the exchange set of v i of minimum cost in Av i can be formulated either as a set covering problem or as a special feedback v ertex set problem on a restricted graph. Since no polynomial algorithm is known for solving this particular problem, whose complexity is open, we look for a good solution in NS b y exploring Av i with the following three step heuristic procedure.
UFVS Heuristic Procedure
Step 1. Reduce the size of graph F f v i g b y recursively removing all the vertices u with degree less than two; let F c be the resulting graph.
Step 2. Solve the problem of nding the minimum cost vertex set, A i , b e t w een all the vertex sets not containing vertex v i on F c ; set F i = F n f v i g A i .
Step 3. Since F i is not guaranteed to be minimal, check for each v ertex v f 2 F i if it belongs to a cycle in F v f : i f i t d o e s v f is kept in the vertex set F i , otherwise v f is moved from F i to F. We h a v e compared the choice of solving the problem formulated in the second step, either with a modi ed version of algorithm MGA we h a v e t o a v oid to insert v i in A i , or with the Chv atal heuristic, see 5 , for the set covering problem. To formulate our problem as a set covering problem we generated a covering matrix M in the following way: if for any t w o v ertices u and w in v i F c there exists a path in F c there is a row i n M that corresponds to the characteristic vector PuwFc of the vertices in the unique path.
We compared the two procedures within a simple tabu search framework on a test set of 480 instances, with up to 100 vertices. The two implementations have given the same results in 89.8 of the cases. In 6 of the case the MGA version has found better solutions than those obtained with the set covering heuristic version, while in the remaining 4.2 of the cases we obtained the opposite ranking. Since the MGA heuristic appeared to be faster than the set covering heuristic, we adopted the former one.
X , T S
In this Section we consider the reader to be familiar with the main components of a tabu search algorithm, see e.g. 11 .
Since in each m o v e w e exchange two subsets of vertices, we associated with each visited solution two attributes: the set S 1 = fv i g R i of vertices moved from F and the set S 2 = A i of vertices moved from F, where R i denotes the set of vertices removed from F i in step 3 of the procedure which computes the neighborhood.
In practice, we consider two lists: for each v ertex v, out fvsv contains the last iteration in which v has been inserted in S 1 and out forestv contains the last iteration in which v has been inserted in S 2 . In those iterations in which jFj j Fj we forbid the moves which try to insert in F a set S 1 F whose elements were inserted in the feedback vertex set too recently, i.e., if out forestv+tt it 8v 2 S 1 , where it is the number of the current iteration and tt is the tabu tenure o f a m o v e. In those iterations in which jFj j F j w e forbid the moves which try to insert in F a set S 2 F whose elements were inserted in the forest too recently, i.e., if out fvsv+tt it 8v 2 S 2 .
A rst tool of the X , T S approach is a dynamic updating of the tabu tenure. The value of tt is initialized to a given value start tt and is modi ed according to the evolution of the search. By allowing tt to vary only within an interval l m ; l M , we decrease tt by a unit, if in the last iteration we improved the objective function value and we increase tt by a unit, otherwise. We set l m to 3 and we set l M to maxf jFj 2 ; j A second tool of the X , T S approach is a long term memory based on the memorization of good" solutions. It is used for intensifying the search i n to regions analyzed, but not completely explored, and for diversifying the search from the current local optimum. We store in a xed length list, called Second, the L best solutions whose objective function value was the second best value in all the visited neighborhoods. If one of the following three conditions holds we remove from Second the best solution s and all the relevant information present when s was added to Second and we continue the search from s. The conditions are: a all the solutions in the current neighborhood are forbidden; b the current objective function value has not been improved in the last MCiterations; c the best objective function value has not been improved in the last MBiterations. With preliminary computational experiments we c hoose to set L = 5 , MC= 15 and MB=jNj.
Athird t o ol of the X , T S approach is a global restarting technique. This is a brute force way to implement a diversi cation technique. If it is necessary to use a solution from Second, but either the list is empty or it has been already used L times from the last restart, we continue the search from a new generated solution. We need to generate a set of random starting solutions to apply this third tool: we randomized the greedy algorithm by substituting step 3 of MGA with the following one:
Step 3'. Sort the vertices in G c in non decreasing order of the ratio r = c v =dv; choose randomly a vertex v among the rst three vertices in the given order; put v in F and remove v from G c ; goto 2. Let us observe that in step 3', there always exist at least three vertices, since G c contains at least one cycle.
On a set of 240 randomly generated instances, with 100 vertices, we h a v e compared the performances of X , T S against three algorithms: TS, which adopts only the rst tool, TSR, which adopts the rst and the third tools and MS which adopts the same randomization technique of X , T S to generate di erent starting solutions, but which does not implement a n y memory structure. We g a v e to all the algorithms the same amount of time. X , T S has found solutions that were better than those obtained with TS in more than 12 of the cases, that were equal in the remaining cases, but never worse. X , T S has found better solutions than those obtained with MS in about 6 of the cases, but it was beaten once: the results were the same in all the remaining cases.
X , T S and TSR did not obtain the same results in three cases only.
Since TSR does not require the overhead of managing the list Second and it gives the same performances of X , T S w e preferred this simpli ed version of X , T S as the local search based algorithm for the UFVS problem.
Experimental Results
The algorithm described in the previous sections was implemented in C and tested on randomly generated instances. We used the cplex callable library, version 3.0.
For the computational experiments we used an Sun Sparc 20 71. Since we could not nd small or large hard instances available in the literature, we created a library of 1400 instances, divided in four sets: random, geometric, planar, and planar grid graphs.
The vertex weights of all instances are of three types: randomly generated integer weights in a range between 1 and 10, between 1 and 100, or all equal to 1 UFVS of minimum cardinality.
We h a v e tested our algorithm on a library constituted of 600 instances on random graphs, and of 600 on geometric graphs. These instances had the following structure: random graphs G n;p , where n is the number of vertices and 0 p 1 is the probability that the edge between a given pair of vertices exists; geometric graphs U n;d , generated drawing from an uniform distribution n points in an unit square, associating a vertex to each point and adding edge u; v to the graph if and only if the Euclidean distance between the u and v is less or equal to d. The expected average vertex degree is equal to pn,1 for the random graphs, whereas it is approximately nd 2 for the geometric graphs.
The instances considered have n = 2 0 ; 40; 60; 80; 100; d and p are such that 2 10; 90 .
As we already observed in Remark 2 in Section 2, the UFVS in a complete graph is a trivial problem, so we decided not to provide results on this kind of instances. As one could expect the local search based algorithm produces always better solutions than our implementation of the MGA greedy approximation algorithm by Becker and Geiger 3 : from 3 on the 20 vertices graphs to 6 on the 100 vertices graphs. We h a v e solved at optimality all the instances up to 60 vertices, three 80 vertex instances and one 100 vertex instance: the heuristic solution value very often coincides with the optimal solution.
Because of the relevance of the problem in the study of monopolies" in synchronous distributed systems, as introduced in 18, 19 , we created also a library of 100 planar grid graph and 100 planar graph instances. Planar grid graphs G hk are hk rectangular grid graphs of hk vertices and 2hk , h , k edges; the number of vertices ranges from 40 to 200. The other are planar graphs where the number of vertices is from 40 to 300. The size of an instance in Tables 1 and 2 is ended with a`g' for the planar grid instances and with a`p' for the planar. We h a v e solved all the instances up to 300 vertices in very low CPU time and, again, the heuristic solution value very often coincides with the optimal solution. Therefore, we can conclude that practical instances can be successfully solved by our system.
In the following Tables 1 and 2 we give the results of our experiments using the following abbreviations: n, m: number of vertices and number of edges; CRT: best objective function value found at the root node with the clique 7 and cycle inequalities 3 only; SRT: best objective function value found at the root node using also the subset inequalities 4; HB, OPT: objective function value of the best feasible solution found by the heuristic and the optimal one; CYC, CLI, SUB: total number of cycle, clique and subset inequalities; Table 1 : Results on a small subset of easy instances Table 2 : Results on a small subset of hard instances was partially supported by a N A TO research grant contract NATO CRG 971550. The research of the other authors was partially supported by a MURST research grant. We also thank the anonymous Referees for their comments and suggestions that improved the quality of the paper.
